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Abstract
Present days a distributed data sharing is the main aspect in network 
communications. For distributed data sharing Peer-to-Peer networks 
are introduced. Peer-to-peer networks are widely divided in two 
categories: first one structured Peer-to-Peer networks, in which 
they are maintain a regular network topology, whereas unstructured 
Peer-to-Peer networks are maintain arbitrary topology construction. 
Due to the advantages and disadvantages present in both structured 
and unstructured peer-to-peer networks traditionally develop an 
Hybrid Peer-to-Peer system. In hybrid peer-to-peer networks, usage 
of Adaptive File Consistency Algorithm (AFCA) along Optimized 
files caching (OFC) Algorithm to provide robust services even 
during hot file requests. These techniques have high computation 
overhead and implementing cost and file consistency between file 
and its replica is indispensable to file replication. So we propose 
to use an update method polling method of AFCA that adapts to 
time varying file request by considering specialized replacement 
policies instead of polling file owners at random intervals approach 
of OFC duo to the non-static dedicated caches, where peers may 
leave the network without constraints. Our experimental results 
show delivery of lower query delay and high cache heat ratios and 
it effectively relieves the over caching problem.  
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I. Introduction
A Computer network is a telecommunication network that allows 
computers to exchange their data. In computer networks network 
computing devices are exchanging data to each other along with 
data connections present in between them. In data sharing present 
computer networks content data sharing is the main aspect in 
network data connections. For including these situations Peer-to-
Peer systems are intro`duced for file sharing process present in 
network data connections. P2P networks are popularly used as “File 
Swapping” to support distributed content sharing process. Present 
days a number of content sharing technologies were introduced 
and developed for accessing content based data processing in 
networks.

Fig. 1: Illustration of Centralized Topology Construction 
Process.

P2P networks mainly have some key characteristics scalability 
and reliability, in peer to peer networks all the networks are 
maintain scalability and reliability data sharing process present 
in network data sharing process. File transfers made between 
peers are always performing direct data connection that is made 
between the peer sharing the file and the peerrequesting for 
it.P2P network is a distributed system in which each peer follows 
employs distributed resources to perform critical function in a 
decentralized fashion. 
Over the past years immerse popularity of internet has produced 
a significant stimulus to peer to peer file sharing systems. File 
replication is an effective method to exclude with the problem of 
over load condition due to frash crowds and hot files. It distributes 
load over replica nodes and improves file query efficiency. Thus 
file replication process evenly reduce unnecessary replicas to 
decrease overhead of consistency maintenance, which provides 
guarantee for the fidelity of consistency among file replicas to 
consider the file replication mechanism. Nodes in a peer to peer 
network normally play equal roles. The flexibility of the overlay 
topology under peer to peer networks maintain suitable distributed 
applications.

Fig. 2: Construction of Hybrid Peer to Peer Systems

To maintain flexible, efficient and robust services alone peer to peer 
networks introduced hybrid peer to peer systems foe distributed 
data sharing which combine both structured unstructured peer to 
peer networks. It utilizes to maintain efficiency of the structured 
and flexibility of the unstructured peer to peer networks which 
leads and achievesa good balance between efficiency and 
flexibility. Using file consistency algorithm for hybrid peer to 
peer systems that periodically file owner update the file duo to the 
number of replicas consistency overhead is very low. To boost the 
performance of the hybrid network processing they are maintain 
Top cache algorithm is used to build fully distributed cache for 
popular information in P2P systems.
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Fig. 3: Cache Installation Process in P2P Trace Gathering

Due to the naturality of the file consistency of data sharing in peer 
to peer networks. In that maintain consistency between a file and 
replicas are indispensable in file replications process. In this paper 
we propose to use polling method of the AFCA that adapts time 
varying requests by considering specialized replacement policies 
instead of polling file owners with random Top caching due to the 
dedicated caches.In this technique we are maintain maximum size 
of the object large than the objects in cache, we maintain amount 
information that has been sent to the users from the object. In this 
we are maintain each user account for maintaining sharing of data 
processing in each user and when the user aborts from content 
data sharing process and also we are maintain update information 
on each sequential data sharing of the each content data transfers 
with scalled access time. We also maintain the difference between 
present time and objects previous access time is weighted on 
partitioning portion of the object data content and this overall 
number is added to the scalled access time for updated information 
each file sharing present in the network content information.

II. Back Ground Work
The main contribution of the existing approach as follows: In this 
content we are used hybrid peer to peer network for distributed 
data sharing in each data present in the network. It utilizes and 
maintains flexibility of the structured peer to peer networks and 
maintains the consistency of the unstructured peer to peer networks. 
It maintains good balance between flexibility and efficiency of 
the efficient peer to peer networks. 

Fig. 4: Data Consistency on File Distribution in Peer to Peer 
Network

 It also maintains the efficiency of the peer to peer networks. In 
our existing mainly focus on the hybrid peer to peer data sharing 
process present in the distributed data sharing process. In this 
technique we are used to data set as a keyword and value, a key is 
the name of the file and value is content of the key value present 
in the peer to peer to network.  In this technique we maintain 
the efficient dataset results based on the peer to peer to network 
overlay topology construction.

Fig. 5: Top Cache Process in Peer to Peer to Networks
 
P2P networks often have hot file (read only files) requests which 
is a significant problem encountered in p2pnetworks. 

Fig. 6: Algorithm for Accessing File Consistency in Peer to Peer 
Networks

Above two diagrams provide efficient data sharing between each 
file present in the peer to peer networks.
The AFCA mechanism relies on polling file owners and file 
replicas with respect to P2P network dynamic changes and 
then the TC mechanism implements caching and consistency 
maintenance procedures.  Instead of fixed polling at certain time 
intervals depending on file sizes, Considering Polling Frequency 
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Determination before implementing caching process and also 
during sharing operations at random intervals of time handles the 
file consistency problems.

III. Proposed Approach
File consistency maintenance to maintain the consistency between 
a file and its replicas is indispensable to file replication. So a better 
system is required than can implement a better file replication 
strategy that manages file consistency without significantly 
imposing computation overhead and implementation costs.  So 
we propose to develop the polling method of the Adaptive File 
Consistency Algorithm (AFCA) with Optimized File cache(OFC 
)that adapts to time varying file request by considering specialized 
replacement algorithms instead of polling methods with random 
time intervals present in the peer to peer networks. 

Fig. 7: Optimized File Cache Algorithm

By using the above the algorithms we are increasing the size of 
the object present in the file process. It is larger than the cache 
present in the peer to peer networks. We are also maintaining the 
amount of information transmitted from users to object present in 
the file cache. We also maintain the scalled object time between 
present time and previous accessing time. Considering the ever 
changing dynamics of P2P systems this adaptive polling method 
yields significant performance gains.   

IV. Experimental Results
In this section we describe the main aspects of the P2P network 
operations that impact operated by the performance of the cache 
replacement policies was introduced. We present the effectiveness 
of the replacement policies present in the peer to peer networks. 
To satisfy the efficient data cache process in the presented peer 
to peer networks. Another possibility of the full P2P cache is it 
will verify the efficient results of how much data it will be stored 
in the peer to peer networks.

Fig. 8: Comparison Results of File Consistency Process With 
Respect to File Sizes

We present the various simulation process compare to various 
cache replacement algorithms present in the proposed work. This 
results presents exploring replacement policies for P2P system 
processes. In this situation we will avoid file consistency problems 
in the network process. And does not allow the file sharing problem 
that are prevalent to the Web traffic present in the peer to peer 
networks. 
Comparing the ideal hit ratio of the each byte hit ratio for full 
with ideal byte hit for partial and improve the expense of losing 
transparency. The user agent can could then initiates requests for 
missing parts of the range and the cache could be still operate 
transparency. The possibility of the specialization is large and 
then potential of the range policies offer more flexibility over 
fully exploited peer to peer networks.     

V. Conclusion
Due to the advantages and disadvantages present in both structured 
and unstructured peer-to-peer networks we have considered and 
implemented a Hybrid Peer-to-Peer network scenario. In hybrid 
peer-to-peer networks, usage of Adaptive File Consistency 
Algorithm (AFCA) along with Optimized File Caching(OFC) 
Algorithm to provide robust services even during hot file 
requests. These techniques have high computation overhead and 
implementing cost and file consistency between file and its replica 
is indispensable to file replication. So we propose to use an update 
method polling method of AFCA that adapts to time varying file 
request by considering specialized replacement policies instead of 
polling file owners at random intervals approach of Top caching 
duo to the non-static dedicated caches, then peers may leave peer-
to-peer networks. Our experimental results show delivery of lower 
query delay and high cache heat ratios and it effectively relieves 
the over caching problem.
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